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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

A. Purpose of Study

The purpose of this study is to evaluate the existing interchange at Interstate
24/440 and U.S. 41 (Murfreesboro Pike), and to request the approval for
modifications of this interchange to improve its operation and safety. Goals of this
project include reduced congestion and reduced crashes by attempting to
eliminate the existing weave segments and conflict points within the subject
interchange area.

This study was conducted to:

• Determine any operational deficiencies in the current interchange.
• Develop the needed interchange improvements to provide the desired

level of service for the design year.
• Evaluate operational characteristics of the proposed improvements for the

current conditions (2005) and the design year (2025).
• Develop construction cost estimates and evaluate the land use impacts of

the construction.

B. Project Location and Description of the Area

The I-24/440 & U.S. 41 interchange is located in the southeastern portion of
Nashville within the existing multidirectional interchange of I-40 and I-24/440, as
shown in Figure 1. The interchange is located 0.36 miles south of the I-40/24
diverge (Photo 1) and 0.55 miles north of the I-24/440 interchange. The study
section of I-24/440 is currently two-lane median-divided with one auxiliary lane
between the entrance and exit loop ramps to U.S. 41 and from the eastbound
entrance ramp from U.S. 41 to Interstate 440.

Within the vicinity of the subject interchange, Interstate 40 and 24/440 over the
years has been widened to nearly the limits of available right-of-way. With these
various widening projects, an effort has been made to barrier separate as many
movements as possible to help reduce congestion caused by the numerous
weaving maneuvers required by motorists that travel this busy segment of
interstate.

As part of an effort by the Tennessee Department of Transportation to eliminate
congestion along the interstate system, in particular in the urban areas of
Tennessee, the subject location was identified as one of the “choke-points” in the
state which consistently causes motorists delay and safety concerns.
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Photo 1:  Major Diverge of Interstate 40 and 24 North of the Study Area

As mentioned previously, this “choke-point” is located along the southern leg of
the multidirectional interchange of Interstate 40 and 24/440 (Figures 2 and 3). In
the design year of 2025, it is projected that over 247,000 vehicles per day will
utilize this interchange with nearly ten (10) percent of those vehicles being trucks.

Adding to the complexity of the interchange, service to and from the major urban
arterial of U.S. 41 (Murfreesboro Pike) occurs to provide local access for 65,000
vehicles per day in the design year. Murfreesboro Pike (Photo 2) is a four-lane
depressed median divided roadway within the limits of the study area with an
eastbound entrance loop ramp and eastbound exit loop ramp located
approximately 950 feet apart on I-24/440.  It is the weave that occurs between
these ramps that will be the focus of this study and operation analysis will be
discussed in further detail in Chapter 3. Both of these existing loop ramps are
posted at twenty-five (25) miles per hour, with the exit loop ramp sight distance
severely reduced due to the rock cut in which this ramp travels through (see
Photo 3).

During both the morning and evening peak hours, it is fairly typical to observe
queues that develop along this weave segment of I-24/440 back to the major
diverge of Interstate 24 and 40.
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Photo 2: View Along U.S. 41 (Murfreesboro Pike) Towards the East

Photo 3: Eastbound I-24/440 & U.S. 41 (Murfreesboro Pike) Exit Loop Ramp
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C. Relationship to Other Highway Improvement Programs and Plans

The Tennessee Department of Transportation in cooperation with the Federal
Highway Administration (FHWA) currently has plans under design to improve
various ramp connections within this study area as well as widen Interstate 40
from the multidirectional interchange eastward to SR-155 (Briley Parkway). It is
also important to note that the FHWA has recently approved the modification of
the existing I-40 and Spence Lane interchange. This modification will provide an
entrance ramp from Spence Lane to eastbound I-40, which is not provided with
the current configuration.
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CHAPTER 2

Preliminary Planning Data

A. Land Use

The land use in the vicinity of the interchange is a mixture of various commercial
and light industrial developments. It also includes hotels and some minor
manufacturing facilities.

The majority of the developments that are located along U.S. 41 (Murfreesboro
Pike) within the project limits are provided only a few access points to and from
the interstate system. Primary access is provided at the subject interchange,
although the existing exit loop ramp does not provide motorists the opportunity to
turn left onto Murfreesboro Pike towards the west.

Access to and from the west of Nashville can be accomplished using the partial
interchange of I-40/24 and Fesslers Lane. This interchange currently experiences
significant congestion with a large percentage of truck traffic (17%). Access from
the east of the study area can be provided at the interchange of I-40 and Spence
Lane. As mentioned previously, an eastbound entrance ramp will be constructed
in the future to provide the return movement for the existing westbound exiting
traffic.

B. Traffic Served

The traffic data for this study was supplied by the Tennessee Department of
Transportation (TDOT) and was based on proposed land use and existing
conditions. The Design Hourly Volumes (DHV) for the years 2005 and 2025 are
shown in Appendix A.

The year 2005 peak hour volumes are over 4,000 vehicles per hour with the
design year (2025) DHV’s anticipated to grow to approximately 5,600 vehicles
per hour along I-24/440. The figures in Appendix A provide a complete
breakdown of traffic volumes for the subject interchange for the base year (2005)
and the design year (2025).

C. Proposed Modifications

The proposed modifications for the I-24/440 and U.S. 41 (Murfreesboro Pike)
interchange will improve traffic flow through this historically congested segment
of interstate by eliminating the existing weave section between the entrance loop
ramp from westbound U.S. 41 and the exit loop ramp to eastbound U.S. 41.
Westbound entrance traffic will no longer use the existing loop ramp, but will turn
left at a proposed traffic signal and merge with the eastbound entrance ramp
vehicles to either Interstate 24 or 440. The existing entrance loop will be removed
and the remaining auxiliary lane will be extended towards the west to serve as a
standard ramp taper dropping at the I-24/440 exit loop ramp to eastbound
Murfreesboro Pike.
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The recommended improvements also will involve removal of a large percentage
of the rock cut located near the exit loop ramp and eastbound entrance ramp to I-
24/440. This removal will provide improved sight distance for exiting and entering
traffic (see Photo 4).

Photo 4: Existing Rock Material Between Exit Loop Ramp and Entrance Ramp

While elimination of both loop ramps would have been ideal, the proposed
improvements do contain a realignment of the existing loop ramp to provide
increased sight distance. Due to the skew of Murfreesboro Pike and I-24/440, as
well as the close proximity of commercial establishments located in the
southwest quadrant of the interchange, an exit loop ramp design speed of thirty
(30) miles per hour could not be realized without significant right-of-way
acquisition and business relocations.

U.S. 41 (Murfreesboro Pike)

As part of this project, a new signalized intersection will be constructed along
Murfreesboro Pike at the eastbound entrance ramp terminal. Dual left turn lanes
will be added to the westbound approach just past the I-24/440 overpass to
provide for the movement that once utilized the entrance loop ramp. Construction
of these turn lanes will extend for two hundred (200) feet, which should allow
sufficient storage for these vehicles.
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D. Discussion of Initial Concepts

Several alternatives to improve the safety and operational inadequacies of the
existing I-24/440 and U.S. 41 (Murfreesboro Pike) interchange were assessed.
Upon review of the project area, various constraints became apparent. The
existing commercial development located in the southwest quadrant of the
interchange area is located on a substantial rock bluff directly adjacent to the
existing right-of-way. Numerous ramp-to-ramp and ramp-to-interstate
connections already exist in this congested portion of the interstate system. Any
proposed alternative was to be sensitive to both the required design standards
and cognizant of cost considerations. Appendix G contains sketches of the
concepts described below.

I-24/440 Tangent Exit Ramp

Upon preliminary review of the current geometry of the interchange, investigation
to reconfigure the layout to a tight diamond interchange was attempted. This
concept would have eliminated both the entrance and exit loop ramps, while
providing a new movement, which is currently prohibited by the existing geometry
(eastbound I-24/440 to westbound U.S. 41).

After reviewing various design considerations, it appeared this concept could be
viable. However, after preliminary traffic analyses of the future ramp diverge
along with the new four-legged intersection on U.S. 41, operation appeared to be
inadequate. Traffic queues along this new tangent exit ramp could potentially
affect (negatively) the operation of the mainline of the interstate system.

Extended Weave Alternative

This alternative would have simply extended the existing weave segment
between the entrance and exit loop ramp at U.S. 41. This concept would have
provided some additional service life for this movement, but still would have left
this conflict point on the interstate system. Approximately seven acres of right-of-
way would have also been required to construct this lengthened weave section.

No Weave Alternative

The final alternative developed was an elaborate modification which would have
eliminated both weave sections that exist along I-24/440 within the study area by
barrier separating all of the associated movements. This concept would have
required numerous retaining walls and two new structures, in order to eliminate
the weave segments. Right-of-way and business relocations would also have
been required in order to construct this proposed alternative.

E. Environmental Concerns

The Tennessee Department of Transportation will perform all necessary studies
including ecological and historical studies.  At the current time, the proposed
design does not appear to impact any areas of environmental or historical
significance. As stated previously, it is anticipated that the proposed
improvements can be constructed with the existing right-of-way.
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CHAPTER 3

Engineering Investigations

A. Traffic Operations

An initial analysis was made which determined that the existing interchange
configuration was inadequate to handle design year volumes. Appendix B
contains figures summarizing the levels-of-service under the existing conditions
for 2005 and 2025 traffic.  The levels-of-service were determined using the peak
hour volumes which represent the worst case condition for each location.

EXISTING ROADWAY NETWORK

The capacity analysis of the existing ramp junctions within the study area are
summarized below in Table 1 for the base year and design year (2025).

All of these locations are associated with either a lane addition or a lane drop on
I-24/440.  These locations are as follows:

• Eastbound I-24/440 at the entrance ramp from westbound U.S. 41.
Upstream from this one-lane ramp, eastbound I-24/440 includes two lanes of
travel.  However, this one-lane ramp results in a third additional travel lane.

• Eastbound I-24/440 at the exit ramp to eastbound U.S. 41.  Upstream
from this one-lane ramp, eastbound I-24/440 includes three lanes of travel.
However, the outermost lane drops at this location.

• Eastbound I-24/440 at the entrance ramp from eastbound U.S. 41.
Upstream from this one-lane ramp, eastbound I-24/440 includes two lanes of
travel.  However, this one-lane ramp results in a third additional travel lane.

The Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) states the following about lane additions
and lane drops:

“Sometimes on-ramps are associated with lane additions and off-ramps
with lane drops.  Where a single-lane ramp results in a lane addition or
deletion, the capacity of the ramp is governed by its geometry, as
indicated in Table 5-6.”

The information in Table 5-6 of the HCM indicates that for a free-flow ramp speed
of 21-30 mph, a single-lane ramp has a capacity of 1,900 vehicles per hour and
for speeds between 31-40 mph, a single-lane ramp has a capacity of 2,100
vehicles per hour.  Table 2 includes the projected traffic volumes on each ramp,
which results in a lane addition or lane drop on I-24/440 at the interchange within
the study area.
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TABLE 1

CAPACITY ANALYSES AT RAMP JUNCTIONS
WHICH RESULT IN A LANE ADDITION OR LANE DROP

# of capacity Year Year
Location lanes (vph) 2005 2025
E/B I-24/440 Entrance to Ramp from W/B U.S. 41 (AM) 1 1,900 404 485
E/B I-24/440 Entrance to Ramp from W/B U.S. 41 (PM) 1 1,900 558 669
E/B I-24/440 Exit Ramp to E/B U.S. 41 (AM) 1 1,900 419 502
E/B I-24/440 Exit Ramp to E/B U.S. 41 (PM) 1 1,900 555 666
E/B I-24/440 Entrance Ramp from E/B U.S. 41 (AM) 1 2,100 341 409
E/B I-24/440 Entrance Ramp from E/B U.S. 41 (PM) 1 2,100 661 793

All of the ramps which currently result in a lane addition or a lane drop on I-
24/440 have adequate capacity to accommodate the traffic volumes projected on
the existing roadway network in the Years 2005 and 2025.

Capacity analyses were conducted for the existing weave movements within the
study area, and these results are shown in Table 2.  The analyses show that the
two weaving sections will operate at poor LOS in the design year.

TABLE 2

CAPACITY ANALYSES AT WEAVING AREAS

Year Year
Weaving Section 2005 2025
Eastbound I-24/440, between Entrance Loop and Exit Loop Ramps (AM) E F
Eastbound I-24/440, between Entrance Loop and Exit Loop Ramps (PM) F F
Eastbound I-24/440, between Entrance Ramp and I-24 & I-440 Diverge (AM) C E
Eastbound I-24/440, between Entrance Ramp and I-24 & I-440 Diverge (PM) E F

The results of the capacity analyses for the freeway segments within the study
area are shown in Table 3.  These results indicate that all of the freeway
segments are projected to operate at an unacceptable LOS in the Year 2005 and
2025, based on the existing roadway network.

In order for these freeway segments to operate at an acceptable LOS in the base
year, one additional travel lane would be required. In order to operate in the
design year (2025), two additional travel lanes would be necessary.
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TABLE 3

CAPACITY ANALYSES OF FREEWAY SEGMENTS
WITHIN THE STUDY AREA

Year Year
Freeway Segments 2005 2025
Eastbound I-24/440, west of U.S. 41 (AM) D F
Eastbound I-24/440, west of U.S. 41 (PM) F F
Eastbound I-24/440, east of U.S. 41 (AM) E F
Eastbound I-24/440, east of U.S. 41 (PM) F F

PROPOSED ROADWAY NETWORK

The results of the capacity analyses conducted for the proposed roadway
network are shown in the following tables.  Specifically, as shown in Table 4, all
of the ramps which will result in a lane addition or lane drop on I-24/440 have
adequate capacity to accommodate the traffic volumes projected on the
proposed roadway network in the Years 2005 and 2025.

TABLE 4

CAPACITY ANALYSES AT RAMP JUNCTIONS
WHICH RESULT IN A LANE ADDITION OR LANE DROP

# of capacity Year Year
Location lanes (vph) 2005 2025
E/B I-24/440 Exit Ramp to E/B U.S. 41 (AM) 1 1,900 419 502
E/B I-24/440 Exit Ramp to E/B U.S. 41 (PM) 1 1,900 555 666
E/B I-24/440 Entrance Ramp from E/B U.S. 41 (AM) 1 2,100 745 894
E/B I-24/440 Entrance Ramp from E/B U.S. 41 (PM) 1 2,100 1,219 1,462

Capacity analyses were conducted for the weaving movements within the
proposed roadway network.  It is important to note that the proposed roadway
network includes one fewer weaving section than the existing roadway network.

The results of these analyses are shown in Table 5.  The analyses show that the
remaining weave section within the study area will operate in the AM and PM
peak hours in the Year 2005.  However, this weaving section will operate at poor
LOS in the Year 2025.
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TABLE 5

CAPACITY ANALYSES AT WEAVING AREAS

Weaving Section
Year
2005

Year
2025

Eastbound I-24/440, between Entrance Ramp and I-24 & I-440 Diverge (AM) C E
Eastbound I-24/440, between Entrance Ramp and I-24 & I-440 Diverge (PM) E F

The results of the capacity analyses for the freeway segments within the study
area are shown in Table 6.

As with the existing conditions, all of the freeway segments within the study area
are projected to operate at poor LOS in both the base and design year. As stated
previously, additional mainline lanes would be required along I-24/440 to operate
at an acceptable LOS.

TABLE 6

CAPACITY ANALYSES OF FREEWAY SEGMENTS

Year Year
Freeway Segments 2005 2025
Eastbound I-24/440, west of U.S. 41 (AM) D F
Eastbound I-24/440, west of U.S. 41 (PM) F F
Eastbound I-24/440, east of U.S. 41 (AM) E F
Eastbound I-24/440, east of U.S. 41 (PM) F F

Capacity analysis was conducted for the new surface street intersection at U.S.
41 (Murfreesboro Pike) and the eastbound ramp terminal, with the results shown
in Table 7.  The analysis shows that the new surface street intersection will
operate at acceptable LOS during the AM and PM peak hours in the Year 2005,
but will not operate in the design year (2025). In order for the intersection to
operate at an acceptable level of service in the design year, one additional
eastbound and westbound travel lane would be required on U.S. 41
(Murfreesboro Pike).

TABLE 7

CAPACITY ANALYSES AT NEW SURFACE STREET INTERSECTION

Year Year
INTERSECTION 2005 2025
U.S. 41 (Murfreesboro Pike) & I-24/440 Ramps (AM) C F
U.S. 41 (Murfreesboro Pike) & I-24/440 Ramps (AM) D F
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B. Access Analysis

This study has been undertaken in accordance with the Federal Highway
Administration’s (FHWA) policy for granting new or revised interchange access.
The FHWA policy, as described in FHWA Docket 98-3460, “Additional
Interchanges to the Interstate System (Federal Register 63, No. 28, February 11,
1998) is provided in the following paragraphs accompanied by comments for
consideration.

It is in the national interest to maintain the Interstate System to provide the
highest level of service in terms of safety and mobility. Adequate control of
access is critical to providing such service. Therefore, new or revised
access points to the existing Interstate System should meet the following
requirements.

1. The existing interchanges and/or local roads and streets in the
corridor can neither provide the necessary access nor be improved
to satisfactorily accommodate the design year traffic demands while
at the same time providing the access intended by the proposal.

With the continual increase in traffic volumes along I-24/440, the merge, diverge
and weave movements will continue to diminish the operation of the interstate
system in the project area. This degradation will result in increased motorists
delay, reduced traveler safety, and reduced air quality within the city of Nashville.
No minor interchange improvements can be made (other than the recommended
configuration) to eliminate the major problems outlined previously in this report.

2. All reasonable alternatives for design options, location and
transportation system management type improvements (such as
ramp metering, mass transit, and HOV facilities) have been
assessed and provided for if currently justified, or provisions are
included for accommodating such facilities if a future need is
identified.

There were several different design options developed and assessed in this
study to improve the operation of the I-24/440 and U.S. 41 (Murfreesboro Pike)
interchange. However, the proposed design is the only one that produced the
desired levels of service and operational characteristics within the constraints
described previously, while providing for additional improvements, if so identified
in the future.

3. The proposed access point does not have a significant adverse
impact on the safety and operation of the interstate facility based
upon an analysis of current and future traffic. The operational
analysis for existing conditions shall, particularly in urbanized
areas, include an analysis of sections of interstate to an including at
least the first adjacent existing or proposed interchange on either
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side. Crossroads and other roads and streets shall be included in
the analysis to the extent necessary to assure their ability to collect
and distribute traffic to and from the interchange with new or revised
access points.

The elimination of the weave segment between the existing entrance and exit
loop ramps with I-24/440 and U.S. 41 will improve traffic operations through the
interchange area by reducing the number of conflict points for motorists. The
proposed modifications should not have any adverse impact on the safety and
operation of the interstate facility.

4. The proposed access connects to a public road only and will
provide for all traffic movements. Less than “full interchanges” for
special purpose access for transit vehicles, for HOV’s, or into park
and ride lots may be considered on a case-by-case basis. The
proposed access will be designed to meet or exceed current
standards for Federal-Aid projects on the Interstate System.

The proposal is a modification of the existing interchange configuration at
Interstate 24/440 and U.S. 41 (Murfreesboro Pike). The proposed modifications
will provide for all the movements that are currently provided for with the present
configuration. The proposed design will meet the American Association of State
Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) criteria.

5. The proposal considers and is consistent with local and regional
land use and transportation plans. Prior to final approval, all
requests for new or revised access must be consistent with the
metropolitan and/or statewide transportation plan, as appropriate,
the applicable provisions of 23 CFR part 450 and the transportation
conformity requirements of 40 CFR parts 51 and 93.

The study was coordinated with both the Tennessee Department of
Transportation and the City of Nashville. The proposal is consistent with all local,
regional, and statewide land use and transportation plans.

6. In areas where the potential exists for future multiple interchange
additions, all requests for new or revised access are supported by a
comprehensive interstate network study with recommendations that
address all proposed and desired access within the context of a
long-term plan.

There are no long-range plans for additional interchanges in this area. The
existing interchanges provide adequate access to the subject area.
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7. The request for a new or revised access generated by a new or
expanded development demonstrates appropriate coordination
between the development and related or otherwise required
transportation system improvements

The request is not generated by new or expanded development within the vicinity
of the interchange. This interchange modification is intended to correct
operational inadequacies of the existing interchange configuration.

8. The request for a new or revised access contains information
relative to the planning requirements and the status of
environmental processing of the proposal.

The proposed modifications will be submitted to the TDOT Environmental
Department to begin environmental studies at the time this report is submitted to
the FHWA.

C. Proposed Interchange Cost

The total cost for this proposed improvement to the I-24/440 and U.S. 41
(Murfreesboro Pike) interchange is approximately $1,617,000. An estimated cost
breakdown is shown in Appendix F.
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CHAPTER 4

Summary of Findings and Conclusions

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the existing interchange at Interstate
24/440 and U.S. 41, and to request the approval for modifications of this
interchange to improve its operation and safety. Benefits of this project include
reduced congestion and reduced conflict points along this busy segment of
interstate.

The traffic analysis indicates that the existing interchange is inadequate to handle
the current and design year traffic volumes.  The current configuration and close
proximity of the major diverge of Interstate 24 and 40 and the associated weave
problems at the U.S. 41 interchange, severely congest this area.

As stated previously in this report, in order for all the movements to operate at an
acceptable LOS in the design year, the mainline of I-24/440 would require two
additional mainline travel lanes. This widening would require extensive
reconstruction of the interstate facility within the study area, which falls outside
the scope of this improvement project. However, the appendix does contain two
future alternatives which could be phased constructed over time, while the
recommended improvements in this study could remain in-place.
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LEVEL OF SERVICE: EXISTING AND PROPOSED
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CAPACITY ANALYSIS: EXISTING CONDITIONS















































APPENDIX D

CAPACITY ANALYSIS: PROPOSED MODIFICATIONS
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